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Abstract. High-throughput sequencing Chromosome Conformation Capture (Hi-C) allows the study of chromatin interactions and 3D chromosome folding on a larger scale. A graph-based multi-level representation
of Hi-C data is essential for proper visualisation of the spatial pattern
they represent, in particular for comparing di↵erent experiments or for
re-mapping omics-data in a space-aware context. The size of the Hi-C
data hampers the straightforward use of currently available graph visualisation tools and libraries. In this paper, we present the first version
of NeoHiC, a user-friendly web application for the progressive graph visualisation of Hi-C data based on the use of the Neo4j graph database.
The user could select the richness of the environment of the query gene
by choosing among a large number of proximity and distance metrics.
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Introduction

Modern bioinformatics aims at integrating di↵erent omics data to shed light
into the mechanisms of gene expression and regulation that give rise to di↵erent phenotypes, in order to understand the underlying molecular processes that
sustain life and to intervene into these processes by developing new drugs [1, 2]
when pathological changes occur [3, 4]. In this context, the exploration of the 3D
organization of chromosomes in the nucleus of cells is of paramount importance
for many cellular processes related to gene expression regulation, including DNA
accessibility, epigenetic patterns, and chromosome translocations [5, 6].
In particular, High-throughput sequencing Chromosome Conformation Capture (Hi-C) allows the study of chromatin interactions and 3D chromosome folding on a larger scale [7, 8]. The graph-based representation of Hi-C data produced, for example, by NuChart [9, 10] or CytoHic [11], which are software for
representing the spatial position of genes in the nucleus, will be essential for
creating maps where further omics data can be mapped, in order to characterize
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di↵erent spatially associated domains. This visualisation is an e↵ective complement of the traditional matrix-based representations, for example, produced by
Juicer 5 [12] or TADbit 6 [13].
Contact matrices, or better their probabilistic models, allow creating representations that only involve two chromosomes, while graphs can describe the
interactions of all the chromosomes using a graph-based approach. This representation highlights the physical proximity of genes in the nucleus in comparison
to coordinate-based representations. The very same problem impairs representations based on Circos 7 , which can characterize the whole genome in one shot,
but fail to describe the physical proximity of genes. In previous works [14, 15]
we showed some exciting results relying on the possibility of creating metrics for
defining how far two genes are one from the other, with possible applications to
cytogenetic profiling, to the analysis of the DNA conformation in the proximity
of the nucleolus, and for describing the social behavior of genes.

Fig. 1. The visualisation of a Hi-C network using Cytoscape.

However, the typical size of a graph achieved through a Hi-C analysis is
in the order of thousands of nodes and hundreds of thousands of edges, which
makes its exploration extremely complex, at least using the tools available. We
tested both esyN [16], a tool for the construction and analysis of networks for
biological research, and the well-known Cytoscape 8 [17] platform, with a network
composed by about 2,400 nodes and 175,000 edges and we found many difficulties
5
6
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in visualizing and analyzing such a massive network with these tools. For example
Fig. 1 has been obtained using Cytoscape: it shows all the nodes of the network,
but it is not easy to show only a subset of them, i.e. the neighborhood of a
selected gene, as discussed later for example in Fig. 2, or also to analyze the
edges provided by di↵erent experiments.
Such large networks represent an issue also for the e↵ective storage of databases
because in Hi-C data, most of the information is represented by the edges connecting genes. Therefore a proper way for their e↵ective management is represented by Graph databases like Neo4j. But this solution has been considered
only in these last years, see, for example [18]. At the same time, the most important repositories as STRING [19] or InterMine [20] are still based on relational
databases.
For these reasons, we present the first version of NeoHiC, a web application
specifically designed to manage and analyze graphs produced by investigating
Hi-C data. In this version, we considered Neo4j as graph database management
system and NuChart as the tool to compute Hi-C data.

Fig. 2. The basic visualisation of NeoHiC.
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Fig. 3. The initial visualisation of the same network of Fig. 1 after selecting RAPGEF6
as a starting gene.
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Materials and Methods

NeoHiC relies on the Neo4j graph database and modern web technologies, such
as the Node.js JavaScript framework, used in many scientific applications and
frameworks [21].
Graph databases
Graph databases are part of the NoSQL database family created to address the
limitations of the existing relational databases. While the graph model explicitly
lays out the dependencies between nodes of data, the relational and other NoSQL
database models link the data through implicit connections.
In particular, in relational databases, references to other rows and tables are
indicated by referring to primary key attributes via foreign key columns. Joins
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Fig. 4. The visualisation of a path in the network after five steps.

are computed at query time by matching primary and foreign keys of all rows in
the connected tables. These operations are compute-heavy and memory-intensive
and have an exponential cost. Moreover, when many-to-many relationships occur
in the model, there is the need to introduce a JOIN table (or associative entity
table) that holds foreign keys of both the participating tables, further increasing
storage space, and the execution time of join operations.
On the contrary, in the data model of graph databases, the relationships
have the same importance as the nodes. Database designers are not required to
infer connections among entities using special properties such as foreign keys.
For this, graph databases, by design, allow fast and straightforward retrieval of
complex hierarchical structures that are difficult to model in relational systems.
Therefore the first step for creating the Web application has been the development of a tool for converting the graph-based representation of Hi-C data
in a format that can be directly ingested by a graph database. The tool is a
command-line Node.js script responsible for converting the output of NuChart,
i.e. a file representing the graph of the chromatin conformation of the analyzed
cells, in three files based on the comma-separated value format (CSV). The first
file represents just a node describing the experiment, with associated the number
of genes and links it produced. The other two files contain the two sets of nodes
and edges. It is to note that an experiment usually adds new links between genes
already existing in the database.
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Fig. 5. The selection of the step after E2F3, useful in large networks.

Web Application
The Web application represents the second step. It represents an extension of
the Neovis.js9 visualisation library, which provides general-purpose graph visualisation powered by vis.js with data from Neo4j [22].
NeoHiC interacts with the database through the Javascript driver by performing queries like
MATCH (n1 {label: ’A1CF’})-[r1]-(n2) RETURN *
whose result is shown in Figure 2. These queries follow the Neo4j’s graph
query language Cypher10 . The above query selects the node of the database
labeled with ’A1CF’ and retrieves the nodes representing the genes linked with
it. This gene is linked with only five other genes that correspond to the nodes
matched with n2, while the five edges correspond to r1. Edges are labeled with
the experiments that created them, i.e., the Lieberman-Aiden et al. Hi-C data
[8].
9
10
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Fig. 6. The selection of a subset of the neighboring nodes of ACTL8.
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Results

NeoHiC is based on the same approach adopted by STRING, where a proteinprotein interaction network is expanded one step at a time by clicking on one of
the visible nodes. Examples of visualisation are provided in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
The present version of the Web application allows users to select a starting
gene and inspecting, step by step, the network described by the Hi-C data. In
particular, the result is shown in Fig. 4 corresponds to the query
MATCH (n1 {label: "KCNQ3"})-[r1](n2 {label: "LOC100507421"})-[r2](n3 {label: "E2F3"})-[r3](n4 {label: "KDM1B"})-[r4](n5 {label: "MBOAT1"})-[r5](n6 {label: "URB1"})-[r6]-(n7)
WHERE toFloat(r6.penwidth) >= 0.0RETURN *
where each of the five gene selection corresponds to add a nx [rx ] nx+1
pattern.
In most cases, the selection of a specific gene as the next step is complex,
as in Fig 3, even if it is possible to zoom and move the network. We, therefore,
added the possibility to select the next gene as a drop-down menu, as illustrated
in Fig. 5.
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It is also possible to go back of one step with the Back button if the users
selected a wrong gene or they want to explore another path. It is also possible
to go back to multiple steps by clicking on one edge, for example, on the edge
between ’KDM1B’ and ’MBOAT1’ in Fig. 4.
Furthermore, it is possible to filter the neighboring genes based on the weight
associated with the edges and limit the edges to those provided by a subset of
the experiments included in the database. Last, the application shows the query
corresponding to the shown network configuration, that can be exploited by
expert users to interact directly with Neo4j via its command line or Web client
to perform specific analysis tasks.
Figure 6 shows the result of a manually-inserted query that filters among the
262 neighboring genes of ’ACTL8’, only those having a link for each of the two
selected experiments.

4

Conclusion and Future Development

The NeoHiC web application, including the tool for converting the NuChart
results, is available via GitHub11 .
It represents a first step in the development of a Web portal [23] for the
sharing and analysis of Hi-C data. Currently, we o↵er a docker container for the
execution of NuChart [24] and NeoHiC as two separate tools. Our first future
development will be to deploy a cloud service on the HPC4AI platform [25]
providing scientists with a portal to explore and publish novel experiments [26].
Besides this, we are adding more filters and options to improve the analysis
of the data. At first, we will allow the comparison of the shortest paths linking
two genes in two or more experiments, to statistically highlight di↵erences in
the chromatin conformation of di↵erent cells. Then we will integrate further
analyses, such as the significance of the vertex clustering attitude (triangle), as
described in [14].
The final goal is represented by the integration of 1D and 2D information on
the Hi-C graphs to correlate the 3D conformation of the genome with regulatory and expression patterns and to adopt artificial intelligence to speed up the
extraction of relevant results from the data.
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